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Abstract ɡ This paper proposes an abnormal human
behavior detection system for monitoring psychiatric patient.
A normal behavior can be characterized by the spatial and
temporal features of human activities. The difficulty of
abnormal behavior detection is that human behavior is
unpredictable and complicated. It varies in both motion and
appearance. The human behavior video stream is interspersed
with transition of abnormal and normal events. Here, we
propose an unsupervised learning using the N-cut algorithm
along with the SVM to label the video segments and then apply
the Condition random field (CRF) with an adaptive threshold
to distinguish the normal and abnormal events.
KeywordsɡAbnormal Human Behavior Detection; Support
Vector Machine (SVM); Conditional Random Field (CRF).
I. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring the abnormal behavior of psychiatric patients is a
labor intensive job for caregivers in the mental hospital. Some
system requires the patients to wear embedded sensors (such as
wrist communicators, motion detector, or passive infrared sensors).
Different with the invasive sensors, video sensors is noninvasive
sensor which provides sufficient and reliable information for
detecting abnormal events. The video surveillance system can be
a close system and the privacy will not be the major concern for
the mental hospital. How to prevent the unpredictable behavior of
the patients is an important issue. Recently, Kinect has also been
used to recognize abnormal human behavior [7].
The abnormal event is unpredictable and undefined. The
abnormal event is the event that has not occurred or occurs less
frequently. If the previously detected abnormal event occurs
frequently afterward, then it will become as a normal event. The
abnormal event detection model has to adjust adaptively for the
event occurrence. The de¿nition of an abnormality differs with the
context, and the events which are considered as abnormal typically
occur very rarely compared to normal events. Due to this scarcity
of the abnormal event for training, the problem of abnormal event
detection is typically formulated as a novelty detection. System is
trained using normal events in an unsupervised manner and the
events which do not ¿t the learned ‘normal’ model are detected.
To detect abnormal events, most researches try to detect the
moving object and extract the motion features such as the
trajectories [1∼5, 11, 19]. However, these methods have the
occlusion problem. Most of abnormal event detection methods are
effective only in sparsely crowded scenarios, and will degrade in
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densely crowded areas due to the challenges of brightness change
and occlusion. Features containing shape, size and texture related
information can also be used to detect the anomaly [16].
Mahadevan et al. [14] propose a linear dynamical system to
model the dynamic textures of crowd activity as well as the spatial
and temporal texture variations. Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
Markov Random Field (MRF), and Conditional Random Field
(CRF) are used to model human behavior. Multi-observation
HMM [13] is proposed to account for the temporal causality of the
activities. Coupled HMMs [22] and Semi-2D HMMs [25] are
proposed to account for both the spatial and temporal causality of
the activities. MRF-based methods [20, 21] cannot completely
model both the spatial and temporal causality, which has high data
requirements due to the use of location speci¿c model parameters.
In [24], they evaluate the performance of different state of the art
features to detect the presence of the abnormal events. In [15],
CRFs are proposed for human motion recognition which is a finite
state model for all normal human behaviors.
Ryan et al [12] model the motion information based on the
textures of optical Àow. The smoothness of the optical Àow ¿eld
across a region is applied for the detection of anomaly in crowds.
In [24], texture features extracted through Gabor wavelets are
added to represent the abnormality. The histogram of optical Àow
has also been used in [16, 17, 21] to detect abnormal events. Kratz
et al [22] use the distribution of spatio-temporal gradients to model
the motion patterns. Mahadevan et al. [23] propose a detection
framework using mixture of dynamic textures to represent both
motion and appearance features.
Andrade et al [18] calculate a dense optical Àow ¿eld followed
by dimensionality reduction. The histogram of optical Àow
orientation as the descriptors or feature vectors [10] for
classi¿cation using the one-class SVM classi¿cation method. Here,
we describe the motion information based on the Motion Energy
Image (MEI) which is described by Hu moment [16] for CRF
model. The difficult of using HMM for the abnormal event
detection is the thresholding problem. HMM model can be used to
model a normal behavior. However, it is difficult to model
abnormal behaviors using the HMM models because of large
variations of the spatial/temporal features. Here, we propose an
adaptive threshold CRF model to overcome the weakness of fixed
threshold HMM method. A CRF is initially trained without using
the abnormal behaviors. There exhibit similar postures and motion
activities in different behaviors.
Here, we extract the motion vectors which can be converted to
a label using N-cut algorithm [9] as the observation for CRFs.

CRFs are initially trained based on the videos of normal behaviors.
In the training process, we train the CRFs using the videos of
normal behaviors. Our method consists of (a) extracting the
motion feature of the moving human object; (b) using the BoWs
to label the input motion information, and (c) training the CRFs
model using these labeled features. Given an input video segment,
we (a) extract the motion features of the object, (b) use BoWs to
label the feature, (c) apply the CRFs to compute the likelihood,
and (d) use the adaptive threshold method to identify the abnormal
behavior.
II. THE CRF MODEL
CRFs are a framework based on conditional probability
approaches for labeling the sequential data. Let X is a random
variable over data sequence and Y is a random variable over the
corresponding labeled sequence. The random variables X and Y
are jointly distributed. A conditional model p(Y⏐X) present the
paired observation and label sequences. CRF is a random field
globally conditioned on observation X. Let G=(V, E) be a graph,
such that Y={Yv⏐v∈V} so that Yv is indexed by the set of vertices
V, then ሺ܇ǡ ܆ሻ is a conditional random field in case, when
conditioned on X, the random variables Yv follow the Markov
process. Here, we define X=(X1, …Xn) and Y=(Y1,…Yn). If the
graph G of Y is a tree, its cliques are edges and vertices. Let C(Y,
X) be a set of maximal clique of G using the random field, The
distribution over joint labels Y given observation X and parameter
θ can be written as
 ࣂሺ܇ȁ܆ሻ ൌ 

ଵ

ࣂ ሺ܆ሻ

ςࢉאሺࢅǡࢄሻ IT ሺ܇ୡ ǡ  ܆ୡ ሻ

(1)

where IT (⋅) is a positive value potential function of clique c and
Zθ(X) is the observation dependent normalization as
ܼࣂ ሺ܆ሻ ൌ σࢄ ςࢉאሺࢅǡࢄሻ IT ሺ܇ୡ ǡ  ܆ୡ ሻ

(2)

For a linear chain (first-order state dependency), the cliques
include pairs of neighboring states (yt-1, yt) whereas the
connectivity among the observation is unrestricted. For a model
with T time-steps, CRF can be rewritten in terms of exponential
feature functions  ࣂܨሺݕ௧ ǡ ݕ௧ିଵ ǡ ܠǡ ݐሻ computed in terms of
weighted sums over the features of cliques as
 ࣂሺܡȁܠሻ ൌ 
ܼࣂ ሺܠሻ ൌ
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(3)
(4)

The probability of a particular label sequence y given
observation sequence x can be defined by a normalized product of
potential functions as
 ࣂܨሺݕିଵ ǡ ݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ ൌ  Ȝ௩ ݐ௩ ሺݕିଵ ǡ ݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ   ߤ ݏ ሺݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ
௩



(5)

which ݐ௩ ሺݕିଵ ǡ ݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻis the transition feature function of the
entire observation sequence and the labels at position i and i-1 in
the label sequences. ݏ ሺݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ is state feature function of the
label at position i and the observation. Ȝ௩ and ߤ are model
parameters to be estimated. We define CRF in terms of ࣂ ൌ
൫ߣଵ ǡ ߣଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ߣே Ǣ ߤଵ ǡ ߤଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ߤேೄ ൯, where NT and NT are the number
of transition feature functions and state feature functions.
To define state feature functions, we construct a set of real-value
features b(x, i) indicates whether a feature value is observed at a
particular label. The state feature function is defined as

ܾሺܠǡ ݅ሻǡ ݕ ൌ ܻఈ ǡ
ݏ ሺݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ ൌ ൜
Ͳǡ ǡ

(6)

where ܻఈ is a label of CRF, ݕ is a label of observation x at
position i and b(x, i) is defined as
௧
ܾሺܠǡ ݅ሻ ൌ ൜ͳ ݅  ܠൌ 
Ͳ


(7)

where r is the feature value. If the label of observation sequence x
equals to the label of the model, then the state feature function will
be one, otherwise it is zero.
A transition feature function indicates whether a feature value is
observed between two state or not. It is defined as
ൌ ܻఈ ݕ ൌ ܻ ǡ
ͳǡ ݕ
ݐ௩ ሺݕିଵ ǡ ݕ ǡ ܠǡ ݅ሻ ൌ ቄ  ିଵ
Ͳǡ
ǡ

(8)

where ܻఈ and ܻ are labels of CRF, ݕିଵ and  are labels of
observation sequence x at position i-1 and i.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The normal/abnormal behaviors can be discriminated by a
threshold model CRF. In the video of abnormal events, we may
find the occurrence of larger moment of motion activities.
Therefore, we use the optical flow to represent the motion
information of the moving object. We compute the Motion Energy
Image (MEI) in various directions which can be described by Hu
moment as the feature vector.
A motion information
The moving objects is described by motion information using
optical flow method [8]. Abnormal behavior detection can be
treated as a behavior matching with the normal behavior which
can be represented by a behavior template. For an input behavior,
we may apply the behavior template matching if it does not match
with the template then it is an abnormal behavior. Therefore, we
represent the image by a motion vector field and then accumulate
a number of motion vector fields as MEI. For every 10 frames, we
accumulate ten motion vector fields as the motion energy. To
represent the characteristics of behavior, we divide the motion
vector field into nine different directions.
B Hu moments
With MEI obtained from the input image, we may represent the
region of MEI using Hu moment [16] which is a moment invariant
representation. The image moment is a weighted average of the
pixels. Based on the nine directional MEI, we compute the Hu
moments in nine directions. There are 7 different Hu moments, so
each MEI is described by a 63 (9×7) dimension vector. The
advantages of using Hu moment (φ1∼φ7) are the scale, translation,
and rotation invariant.
C. Labeling by using N-cut
To label the extracted feature of the video automatically, we
apply the N-cut clustering algorithm and then use Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to further classify the features. To apply the Ncut algorithm, we find the distance between every two features and
computes the similarity matrix. we solve the eigenvalue problem
to find N eigenvectors corresponding to the N smallest eigenvalues.
Then, we use the k-means algorithm to cluster the eigenvectors
and label the observations of each video segment. Here, we apply
SVM to further classify the labeled observations. Similar to [6,

10,14], we apply the non-supervised clustering based on the
similarity matrix of the feature vectors.
Bi-cut clustering algorithm is based on the graph theory. The
set of feature points in feature space can be described by a
undirected graph, i.e., G=(V, E). G consists of a set of vertices
V={1,2,…|V|} and a set of edges {(i, j)} with edge weight eij. The
adjacency matrix is defined as A of which the component Aij is

e , if there is an edge {i, j}
Aij = ® ij
¯ 0 , otherwise

(9)

where eij is the L2 distance between linked vertices i and j. The
similarity matrix can be used to cut the G into two non-overlapped
clusters ga and gb. where ga ={n1, n2} and gb={n3, n4, n5} with ga
∪ gb=G and ga ∩ gb=Φ. The sum of the weighted linkages between
ga and gb to decide the cut between these two clusters 1s
(10)
cut( g , g ) =
e
a

b

i∈ g

¦
a

ij

, j∈ g b

Here, we find the clustering as the best cut finding to minimize
Cut(ga, gb). The Laplacian matrix LG is an n×n symmetry matrix.
The between-cluster of ga and gb makes contribute to Cut(ga, gb).
We normalize the above equation and simplify the minimum cut
as Rayleigh quotient problem as
min cut ( g a , g b ) =

n xT LG x
4 xT x

(11)

However, minimum cut may create the isolated nodes problem. To
solve isolated nodes problem, we compute all the between-cluster
weighted Cut(ga, gb) and within-cluster weight weight(ga) and
weight (gb), and modify the above equation as

Q (ga , gb ) =

cu t ( g a , g b ) cu t ( g a , g b )
+
w eig h t ( g a ) w eig h t ( g b )

(12)

The above equation is also called the normalized cut. Minimizing
Q(ga, gb), we may find the best cut and avoid the isolated node
problem. Q(ga, gb) can be further simplified to satisfy LG x = λ Dx ,
of which the 2nd eigenvector is obtained to minimize Q defined as
min

x T LG x
T
D 1= 0 x D x

Q ( g a , g b ) = min
*
T
x

(13)

The clustering problem can be simplified by solving eigenvalue
problem as LGx=λDx. By solving the second smallest eigenvalue
and the corresponding eigenvector. The components of the
eigenvector are used to cluster graph G into two halves. Ideally,
the value of the components is discrete (i.e., -1or +1). Actually,
they are not discrete so that we need to the median value as the
cutting value to separate the components into two groups. Besides
the second eigenvector, we also consider the third and fourth
eigenvectors. By using the clustering algorithm, we may separate
the components into two group. Figure 1 shows the clustering
results. The data is grouped into 4 groups by using the N-cut and
K-means algorithm.

Figure 1. (a) the samples in 2-D features space. (b) the 4 k-means,
(c) the 4 cuts.
D. Threshold Model with CRF
Most of the existing abnormal behavior detection methods
employ a fixed threshold that best discriminates abnormal and

normal behaviors. However, it is difficult to select a fixed
threshold. A threshold model with CRF (T-CRF) is constructed by
adding the label for normal behaviors patterns N in the original
CRF using the weight of state and the transition feature function
of the original CRF. Therefore the label for T-CRF are {A1,
A2, …Al, N} where l is the number of labels of the CRF and G is
the label for normal patterns.
a) The weight of the state feature function. In CRF, the weights of
a state feature function are distributed over several labels when it
variance is small. By assigning the weight of state feature function
of the label for normal behavior pattern G based on the variance
of weights of state feature function
b) The weight of the transition feature function. The frequencies
of normal behaviors are larger than those of abnormal behaviors.
Therefore, the weights for feature functions of label for normal
behavior patterns G should be higher than those of the other label
for abnormal behaviors.
E. Implementation
Here, we propose an outlier detection to identify the abnormal
event of which the probability is below a certain threshold under
normal conditions. Labeling features by artificial way is timeconsuming and unrealistic. The features clustering for the normal
behaviors model with unsupervised learning is crucial for our
method.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have applied our method for three testing videos captured
in three different scenarios. The first video sequence consists of
five actions as shown in Figure 2 including normal walking,
staying and sitting, and the abnormal wandering and attack
behavior. The corresponding response is shown in Figure 3. The
response of wandering is close to the normal walking because
there are such similar actions between walking and wandering. In
the other abnormal event, the attack action generates small
response obviously because the attack action is unknown in the
pre-trained model.
#1~#610

#611~#1310

#2000~#2400

#2900~#2990

#1311~#1950

Figure 2. The sequence of normal/abnormal behaviors.

Figure 3. The response of home behavior sequence.
The second video is obtained from the local mental hospital
(Show-Chwan Hospital). The video sequence are obtained with
the IRB verification. First, we need find the human object in the

videos. We compare the object detection method with ours. The
results of conventional object detection are shown in Figure 4(a),
whereas the results of using our method are shown in Figure 4(b).
Then we apply our method to find the abnormal events in the
videos of the guest room in the rehabilitation center of ShowChwan mental hospital. There are two fighting events between two
patients in the scene which are detect accurately as shown in
Figures 5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Figure 4. Object detection.

12.
13.
14.

(a)

(b)

(c)

15.
16.
17.

(d)
(e)
Figure 5. (a)~(c) are the normal events, (d) and (e) are the
abnormal events.
The third video is taken from the corridor of the rehabilitation
center. There is two queues of patients waiting for the caregivers
to give them the medicine. The abnormal events of the patient
stealing the drugs are detect accurately as shown in Figures 6.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

(a)

(b)

(c)

23.
24.
25.

(d)
(e)
Figure 6. (a)~(c) are the normal events, (d) and (e) are the
abnormal events.
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